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The main idea of HIDI House is to provide a coworking space for people. Innovation coworking spaces are not
just an office building, they are a whole ecosystem for work, communication, and interactions of different
businesses. The HIDI House provides office equipment, furniture, and different kinds of seating areas - private
and public. Small private businesses and big companies can interact and meet with each other, and exchange
ideas. Coworking spaces remain relevant for people who work remotely or freelance. Moreover, such spaces
are in demand among aspiring entrepreneurs and start-ups. They get the opportunity to rent workplaces at an
affordable price, and flexibly regulate the cost of an office, the number of workplaces, and individual lease
conditions. At HIDI, people share the space, supplies, and other resources, which reduces wastefulness.

Co-Working Spaces Interaction, Sustainability, Innovation

Although HIDI House isn’t meant to be a space of consumption, it’s convenient and pleasant for everyone
working in or passing through the house to be able to grab coffee with friends or have lunch during the
workday. If the lunch restaurant makes use of the edible garden space to grow some of the ingredients it uses
it would also decrease its carbon footprint. Additionally we envisioned a design market that would sell a variety
of local products from different designers, aspiring and more professional. These spaces would pay rent to HIDI
House which we envision to be owned by the City of Tampere, so hopefully the rents could be kept low and
therefore prices of products low as well. These rent revenues would also bring in some income to maintain HIDI
House.

Consumer Space Cafe, Lunch Restaurant and Local Design Market

The workplace is changing, the gig economy is growing, and HIDI house will be the perfect facility to explore
new passions. Creative industries are often excluded from traditional co-working spaces because of the unique
facilities they require but HIDI House will provide more than a desk and a chair. Music and film recording
studios will allow digital freelancers to create visual and performing art concepts for online platforms like
TikTok, YouTube, Instagram, and more. Furthermore, well equipped maker spaces will be available for those
pursuing textile aesthetics and fashion. Finally, the art gallery will act as both a studio to support the DIY
culture Hiedanranta and as a setting to display the fruits of its labour. HIDI House will emphasise inclusive
practice of imagination for all willing to expand their fascination with creative industries.

Creative Spaces Recording Studio, TikTokTehdas, Art Gallery
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